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A Mini-fig habitat is a perfect way to get started with moc 
(my own creation) making. You can really showcase a favorite 
mini-fig or any occasion with a small habitat. 
Pro tip: Keep the habitat small so you don't run out of bricks!

CHALLENGE: 
STEP 1: Choose a theme to represent the holiday or occasion.
STEP 2: Choose a favorite Mini-fig to represent your theme or 
concept.
STEP 3: Grab a pile of bricks and pieces to build your habitat. 
Try to think of unique ways to use your pieces to tell a story 
within your habitat.

Time Constraint: 30 Mins (or as long as desired)

GET STARTED: Here's how to start your mini-fig habitat. 
STEP 1: Grab an 8x8 stud plate. Don't have that size? 
Use math to combine several plates!
STEP 2: Build walls on two adjacent sides of the plate 
to form a corner. The best bricks for this step are called 
wall builders or 1x2, 1x4, 1x6 sized pieces. You can also 
add a window or door if that works for your theme.
STEP 3: Add details to create a dynamic scene! Build 
furniture, use smooth tiles for a floor, or add accessories 
and plant pieces. You can use SNOT bricks which are 
bricks with studs on the side as well as the top to create 
more detail. Add one or two while building a wall 
and then you can hang something to the wall!
STEP 4: Add your fig in a playful pose!
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EXTEND THE 
CHALLENGE:

 
1. Add a clock?

2. Design fireworks 
out of any materials 

you choose to add to 
the habitat.

3. Build the numbers 
for the year and add 
them somewhere in 

the habitat. Hint: You 
can use Dots to design 

numbers on a sign!

MINI FIG HABITAT
NEW YEAR’S
DIORAMA!

HAPPY
NEW
YEAR


